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In the learning models considered, the events that occur on successive trials act 
additively. New derivations are given of a criterion for recurrence or transience of 
response probability, and a formula for the asymptotic response frequency in the 
recurrent case. It is shown that there are stationary probability distributions in the 
recurrent case, and that they are approximately normal with small variance when 
learning occurs by small steps. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Consider a situation in which on each of a sequence of trials a subject makes one of 

two choices, A, or A, . Response Ai has ii possible consequences Oij , j = I,..., ji , 
and the probability nij of Oij given Ai is fixed throughout the experiment. An 
interesting class of learning models is characterized by the assumption that the effects 
of the outcomes Oij are additive at the level of some real response strength variable L. 
Let L, and p, be a subject’s A, response strength and A, response probability on the 
n-th trial, and let Ai,n and Oij,n be the events response AL and outcome Oij on trial rz. 
Such a model specifies a strictly increasing function p(L) from R (the real numbers) 
onto I (the open unit interval) such that p, = p(L,), and AL, = L,+l -L, = bij if 
4,n and 0ij.n) for some constant bij . Clearly these transformations of L (and conse- 

quently the induced transformations of p) are commutative. The beta model (Lute, 
1959) is of this type [p = V/(ZJ + 1) w h ere w = &I, as are all models generated by 
quasi-additive families of operators (Marley, 1967) on p. 

This paper considers several aspects of the asymptotic behavior of stochastic 
processes (L,) and (p,} defined in Sec. 2 that are slightly more general than those 
discussed above. Lamperti and Suppes (1960) showed that, for the beta model, 
questions concerning recurrence and absorption hinge on the signs of the means 

mi = Cjbijnij , and Lute (1964) and Marley (1967) noted that the form of the function 
p was not crucial to Lamperti’s and Suppes’ arguments. In Sec. 3 bounds are obtained 
for the sequence E[zJ,~] for certain real /\, and these are used to give a new derivation of 
the recurrence-absorption classification based on mi . All of the remaining sections are 
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concerned with the recurrent case m, > 0, m, < 0, and make use of the corresponding 
bounds on E[zJ,~]. Let X, = I if A,,, and X, = 0 if A,,, . In Sec. 4 a new proof is 
given of a result due to Holman (1969, Theorem 4. l), to the effect that the proportion 

(1 /n) Cj”=l Xj of A, responses in the first n trials converges to p = m,/(m, - ml) 

almost surely (a.s.) as n + co. The limit of (1 /n) x:j”=i E[vjk] for the beta model is also 
obtained. It is shown in Sec. 5 that the Markov process {L,} possesses at least one 
stationary probability distribution, and problems relating to its uniqueness are 
discussed. Finally, in Sec. 6 it is shown that, if all bij are proportional to a parameter 0, 

then the stationary probability distributions of {p,} are asymptotically normal with 
mean p and variance proportional to 0 as 0 4 0. 

In Sets. 3 and 4 substantial use is made of martingale theory (Neveu, 1965, Sets. 
IV.5 and IV.6), the relevance of which to problems in this area was clearly established 

by Lamperti (I 960, 1963). 

2. ASSUMPTIONS 

In the last section the conditional distribution Q( of AL, given Ai,n was concentrated 
at a finite number of points bid, j = I,..., ji . This discreteness would play no role in 

most of our work, and it is, moreover, easy to conceive of two choice experiments 
where the responses have continua of possible consequences, so we shall not assume it 
in general. Rather we will assume only that Qi possesses a moment generating function. 
Similarly, the hypothesis of Sec. 1 that p is a strictly increasing mapping of R onto I 

is much stronger than necessary for most of Sets. 3-5, so we will impose a somewhat 
weaker condition. Our assumption is equivalent to the condition that, for any sequence 
L, , p(L,) + 1 if and only if L, + co, and p(L,) ---f 0 if and only if L, -+ --co.Under 

this condition p may be constant or may even decrease over a finite interval. The latter 
possibility has no obvious psychological interpretation. 

Here, then, are our general assumptions. 

A. Qi , i = 0, 1, is a probability distribution over the Bore1 subsets of R, such that 

Mi(h) = JZm e”“Q*(dx) exists for X in some open interval / containing 0. 

B. p is a measurable mapping of R into I, such that p(L) + 1 as L + co, p(L) + 0 
as L + -co, andp is bounded away from 0 and 1 on any finite interval. Let q = 1 - p. 

C. T, = (L, , X,), n 3 1, is a bivariate stochastic process in R x (0, l}, such that 

&L = 1 IL, > T,-, ,...I TJ = P,(P, = P(Ln))> 

P(X = 0 I-L > Tn-1 ,..., Td = q&n = q(L))> 
and 

almost surely. 

W-L E A I Tn ,..., T,) = Q&3 
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It is clear that L, is a Markov process with stationary transition probabilities, hence 

vn = eLn is too. In Sections 3-5 it will always be assumed that the distribution of L, is 

concentrated at a point L. When we wish to emphasize the initial state, we write 
PL( .) or EJ.1 instead of simply P( .) or E[ .I. The implications of our results for arbitrary 
initial distributions are easily obtained by conditioning on L, . 

The importance of the M<(h) is suggested by the equation 

ENvntllQ I 4 = W(4 Pn + J4(4 qn (1) 
a.s., which shows that these quantities determine the tendency of v,~ to rise or fall. 
It follows from A that, for all k > 0 and X E /, s_“, xlieAzQi(dx) and MC’(h) exist and 
are equal. In particular, if mi = lrm x&(&), then mi = M,‘(O). Thus mi determines 
the departure of Mi(A) from Mi(0) = 1 when ( h 1 is small. I f  m, < 0 then M,(A) < 1 

for h > 0 sufficiently small, while if mi > 0 then Nli(h) < 1 for X < 0 sufficiently 
large. Actually, since M;(h) = J”Tm s2eA”Qi(dx) > 0, Mi is convex, so that jlJi(h) < 1 
implies that R&(w) < 1 whenever w is between h and 0. 

Throughout the rest of the paper it will be understood that an argument of M, is 

an element of 1. 

3. RECURRENCE 

By assumption B, when L, is very large, pn is near 1, so A,,, is very likely. Lemmas 

1 a and 2a show that + CO acts as a reflecting or absorbing barrier for L, , depending on 
whether m1 , the conditional expectation of AL, given A,,, , is negative or positive. 
Lemmas 1 b and 2b give comparable results for -co. 

For two events A and B we say that A implies B a.s. if P(A - B) = 0. We write 
lim L, instead of lim,,, L, . 

LEMMA 1. a. 1fmr < 0, lim infL, < CC a.s. For any h > 0 such that IL/p,(X) < 1, 
there is a constant B(A) such that lim sup EL[vnA] < B(A). 

b. I f  m, > 0, lim sup L, > --co a.s. For any h < 0 such that MO(X) < 1, there is 
a constant B(h) such that lim sup EL[v,.\] ,< B(h). 

LEMMA 2. a. If  m, > 0, then lim sup L, = co impZies lim L, = 00 as., and 
g,(L) = PL(lim L, = -Co) + 0 as L + co. 

b. I f  m, < 0, then lim infL, = --co implies lim L, = -CC a.s., and g,(L) = 
P,(limL, = c0+OasL-t --co. 

Proof of Lemma 1. As a consequence of (I), we have 

Ekt +, I %I = %ww) Pn + jKi(4 %I 
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as. Suppose that m1 < 0, h > 0 and Ml(h) < 1. Let Ml(A) < D < 1. F,(v) = 

&@)p(ln v) + J&(h) q(ln v) - Ml(X) as v  - a, hence there is a K such that 
F,(v) < D whenever v  3 K. Hence, (2) shows that v, 3 K implies E[vA+, / VJ < DvnA 
a.s. But, clearly, vu, < K implies E[vA+, 1 viz] < KAN(A) a.s., where N(h) = max(M,(A), 
M,(h)). Therefore, E[vi+, / vll] < DvnA + KAN(h) as. Taking expectations on both 

sides, we obtain E[v~+,] < DE[vnA] + KAN(A). Iteration then yields 

E[vnn] < qADn-l + KW(X)( 1 - D”-‘)I( 1 - D). 

Therefore, lim sup E[v,~] < B(h), where B(A) = KAN(A)/(l - D). Since 

lim inf E[vnA] < c.0, 

Fatou’s lemma implies that E[lim inf vnA] < co. Therefore, lim inf v,~ < co a.s. and 
lim infL, < co a.s. This completes the proof of a. The proof of b is similar. 

Q.E.D. 

Proof of Lemma 2. Suppose m, > 0. Choose h < 0 such that Ml(h) < 1. Choose C 
such that v, > C implies E[vi+, 1 vn] < vnA a.s. Let H(v, A) = min(vA, CA) and 

H, = H(v, ,4. WJ is a supermartingale. For 

QK+l I v, ,..., VI] G E[v:+, I vn] G vnA = H, 

a.s. if v, 2 C, while 

JWG,, I 0, ,...> sl G -WA I %I 
= C” = H,, 

a.s. for v, < C. Hence EIHn+l 1 vn ,..., vr] < H, a.s., as claimed. Since H, 3 0, 

lim H, exists a.s. (Neveu, 1965, (1) on p. 137). I f  lim sup L, = co, lim inf H, = 0. 
But the latter implies lim H, = 0 a.s., which in turn implies lim L, = co. It follows 
that lim sup L, = CO implies lim L, = CO a.s. 

To complete the proof of a, we note that E[H,] < H1 for all n, so E[lim H,] ,< H1 . 
But lim H, 3 CAIA where A is the event lim L, = -co and la = 1 or 0 depending on 
whether or not A occurs. Thus P(A) < HI/CA. For v  > C this becomes 
g,(L) ,< eAL/CA, and the quantity on the right converges to 0 as L --f co. Q.E.D. 

The next lemma is of a rather different kind. 

LEMMA 3. a. Ifm,>Oorm,>O,P(limsupL,~R)=0. 

b. If  m, < 0 OY m, < 0, P(lim infL, E R) = 0. 

Proof. I f  mi > 0, then Qi([26, CO)) > 0 for some E > 0. For any x 

q-L+, 2 x + E IL, ,...,Ll) 

= Ql([X --L, + E, a)) Pn + !&(b -LL, + E9 m))qn 

3 QdP, ~0)) a, + QoP, ~0)) 4c = 6, 
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a.s. if /L, - x 1 < E, where a, = infi,-,I ,,p(L) and 6, = inflL-zl<r q(L). By assump- 
tion B, both a, and b, are positive, so S, > 0. 

It follows that 1 L, - x j < E infinitely often (i.0.) implies 

a.s. The latter event is a.s. equivalent to L, 3 x + E i.o. (Neveu, 1965, Corollary to 

Proposition IV.6.3). Thus the probability that 1 L, - x 1 < E i.o. but not L, > s + E 
i.o. is 0. However, 1 lim supL, - x 1 < E implies the latter event, so 

P(llimsupL,-xl <f) =O. 

Since R is a denumerable union of intervals of the form (x - E, x + E), a is proved. 
Essentially the same argument yields b. Q.E.D. 

We are now prepared to distinguish four possibilities for the asymptotic behavior of 

{ pn} when neither m, nor m, is 0. 

THEOREM 1. a. If m, > 0 and m, > 0, limp, = 1 as. 

b. If m, < Oundm, < 0, limp, = 0a.s. 

c. I f  m, < 0 and m, > 0, g,,(L) + g,(L) = 1, where g,(L) = P,(limp, = i). In 
addition g,(L) > 0, g,(L) > O,g,(L)+ 1 asL+ --co undg,(L)+ 1 usL+ 0~). 

d. If m, > 0 and m, < 0, then lim sup p, = 1 and lim infp, = 0 a.s. 

Proof. Suppose m, > 0. By Lemma 3a lim sup L, = --co or lim sup L, = co as. 
By Lemma 2a, lim sup L, = GO implies lim L, = co a.s., hence lim sup L, = -cc 
or lim L, = cc a.s. When m, > 0, lim sup L, > --co a.s. by Lemma lb, so that, 
when m, > 0 and m, > 0, lim L, = co a.s. This takes care of a, and b can be handled 
similarly. 

Returning now to the case where our only assumption is m, > 0, we have 
lim L, = --CO or lim L, = co a.s. Thus g,,(L) + g,(L) = 1. It then follows from 
Lemma 2a that g,(L) ---f 1 as L ---f co. In particular, there is a constant x such that 
g,(L) > 0 if L 3 x. It is easily shown that, for any n > 1 and L E R, PL(dLj 2 E, 
j = l,..., rz) > (SC$, where c, = inf,>,p(x) > 0 and 6 = Q1([c, co)) > 0 for 
E > 0 sufficiently small. Hence P (L L n+l 3 x) > 0 if 71 is sufficiently large that 
no + L 2 x. But g,(L) = EL[gl(Ln+J], so g,(L) > 0 for all L E R. The other conclu- 
sions in c follow in the same way from m,, < 0. 

Suppose m, < 0. Then lim inf L, = f  co as. (Lemma 3b) and lim inf L, < cc a.s. 
(Lemma la), so lim inf L, = -cc a.s. Thus lim inf p, = 0 a.~. Similarly m, > 0 
implies lim sup p, = 1 as., and d is proved. Q.E.D. 

In the case of a and b of Theorem 1, a simpler approach is available that yields 
a more refined result. Suppose m, < 0 and mi < 0. Then for X positive but sufficiently 
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small, N(h) = max(M,,(h), Ml(A)) < 1. Equation 2 gives E[vk+, / nn] < N(h)vnA. 

Taking expectations on both sides we obtain E[z$+,] < N(h) E[vnA]. Hence, by 
iteration, E[zI~~] < N(h)“~lz~,~. Therefore 

(3) 

It follows that Cz=i 0,” < cc and thus p, + 0 a.s. I f  p(L) approaches 0 at an expo- 

nential rate as L + - cc (e.g., in the beta model p(L) < eL) more can be said. 

THEOREM 2. If  m0 < 0, m, < 0, and < = lim SUP~++~ plliLi < 1, then EL[T] < co, 

where T = x.,“=,X,, is the total number of A, responses. 

Proof. Let X > 0 be sufficiently small that N(h) < 1 and 5 < e&. Then, for some 

K, p < Kv~ for all L. Then (3) implies E[~~=,p,] < 00. But E[pn] = E[X,], so 

WI = 4Z:z, ~nl. Q.E.D. 

4. ASYMPTOTIC RESPONSE FREQUENCIES 

Theorem 3 gives the asymptotic A, response frequency in the recurrent case. 

THEOREM 3. If  m,, > 0 and m, < 1, (1 /n) z:j”=, pj --f p and (1 /n) Cj”_, Xj + p as. 
as n + 00, where p = m&m, - ml). 

Proof. Let Y,, = AL,, - (m,p, + mOqn) and Z,, = X, -p, . Then 

-qy?l IL, ,..., 41 = 0, 

and E[Z, /L, , Tnpl ,..., T,] = 0 as., so {Y,} and (2,) are centered sequences 
(Neveu, 1965, Definition IV.6.1). I f  si = s”m &&(dx), then 

W’n2 I Ll < -W-W I Ll 

= slpn + s,q, < max(s, , so>, 

a.s. Thus, E[Y,a] = E[E[Yn2 /L,]] is bounded over n, as is E[Zn2]. It follows that 
(l/n) & Yj - 0 as. and (l/n) zy=, Zj + 0 as. as n 4 CC (Neveu, 1965, (2) of 

Proposition IV.6.1). Since 

C1ln) i ‘j = (lin) i xj ~ (l/n) i pj, 

j=l j=l i=l 

the two assertions of Theorem 3 are equivalent. 
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Now 

C1in> i ‘j zLn+l’n --lln + (9 - %) [(lm) i Pj -PI> 
j=l I=1 

so it remains only to show that L,,,/n + 0 a.s. as n + co. 
Since m, < 0 there exists a X > 0 such that M,(X) < 1. By Lemma la, E[vnA] is 

a bounded sequence. Therefore, x:,“=, E[v~+,]/n2 < co so that v~+,/~” --f 0 as. 
Taking the logarithm we obtain AL,,, - 2 In n + --oo a.s., from which it follows 

that lim sup L,+,/n < 0 a.s. Similarly we deduce lim infL,+,/n > 0 a.s. from m, > 0 
via Lemma 1 b. Thus lim L,+,/n = 0 a.s. Q.E.D. 

Lute (1959, Theorem 15) gave a formula for lim E[v,li] in terms of the quantities 
Mi(j) for the beta model, under the assumption that the limit exists. No one has yet 
succeeded in proving that this convergence occurs in the recurrent case. Theorem 4 

shows that (l/n) x:3=, E[v,“] converges, and that the limit is given by Lute’s formula. 

THEOREM 4. Suppose that m,, 

integer k such that M,(k) < 1 
> 0, m, < 0, and p = v/(v + 1). For any positive 

p MO(k) - Ml(k) 
1 - Ml(k) 

‘ifi Mo(i) - 1 i=l 1 - W(i) 

as n --f 00. For any negative integer k such that M,(k) < 1, 

asn+ 00. 

Proof. Taking expectations in (2), subtracting E[v,~], summing over 1 < n < m, 

and multiplying by l/m we obtain 

@ii+, l/m - s”/m = (MI@) - l)(l/4 f -@nA~nl 
n=1 

+ WoN - 1 Xl i4 f Ei-vnkl. 
?&=I 

I f  h > 0 and M,(A) < 1 or A < 0 and MO(h) < 1, E[vi,,] is bounded in m by 
Lemma 1, so 

(M,(A) - l>( 1 in) f E[v,^Pjl + (MO(~) - I)(l/n) i EIVjAqjl + 0 
j=l j=l 

as n+ co. 
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Since p = nq we may replace vjAqj by v:-‘p, . Using the resulting statement induc- 
tively in conjunction with (l/n) Cl=i E[&] + p, which follows from Theorem 3, we 

get 

as n -+ 00, for all K > 1 with M,(K) < 1. The first assertion of the theorem then 
follows from V~ = vkp + v”-‘p. The second assertion is proved in the same way. 

Q.E.D. 

5. STATIONARY PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 

In this section we consider the recurrent case under the additional assumption that p 
is continuous. Theorem 5 shows that the Markov process {L,} possesses a stationary 
probability distribution, and that all such distributions have moment generating 
functions. Consequently the moments we will need in the next section exist. Let S be 

the set of stationary probability distributions. 

THEOREM 5. If m0 > 0, m, < 0, andp is continuous, then S is not empty. Let B be 
as in Lemma 1. Then JTco eALp(dL) < B(h) f orall~~SifX>OandM,(h) < 1,or 

X < OandM,(A) < 1. 

Proof. For any real number L and Bore1 set A let 

q-k 4 = !&(A -L) P + Qll(A -Lb 

This kernel is a transition probability function for (L,}. The operator Tp(A) = 

S:m &L) fW+ 4 carries the distribution of L, into the distribution of Lntl . 
Let X > 0 be sufficiently small that M,(X) < 1 and A&-h) < 1. Let L E, R, let v  

be the probability distribution concentrated at L, and let V, = (l/n) Cyi”I,’ T3v. Then 

i 
‘m cash Xxv,(dx) = (l/n) i E,[cosh AL,] < CL 
--I;0 j=l 

for some constant C, by Lemma 1. Since cash XX is an increasing function of i x 1, 
~~(0~) < C,/cosh hy for all n > 1 and y  > 0 where D, = (-CO, -y) u (y, CO). 
But cash Ay - 00 as y  --j co, so {Ye} is uniformly tight, hence conditionally weakly 
compact (Parthasarathy, 1967, Theorem 11.6.7). Let {v~,} be a subsequence that 
converges weakly to a probability distribution p as j + CO. 

Since p is continuous, the operator Uf(x) = szm f(y) K(x, dy) maps continuous 
functions into continuous functions. It then follows from Jrm Uf(x) p(dx) = 
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sTmf(x) Tp(dx) that T is continuous with respect to weak convergence. Thus 

TV,, + Tp weakly. Therefore , 

T”ivlnj - v/nj = TV n, - v,] + Tp - p 

weakly asj + co. But the left side converges weakly to 0, so Tp = p, i.e. p is stationary. 
Suppose now that p is any stationary probability distribution and let h > 0 and 

NI,(A) < 1 or h < 0 and M,(X) < 1. For any d > 0 let F(L) = min(eAl, d). Then 

jx F(L) p(dL) = j’ F(L) T’$(dL) = j” UnF(L)p(dL). 
--13 -‘x -CT 

Since U”F(L) < d for all n and L, Fatou’s lemma gives 

J’m F(L) p(dL) < IT, lim sup CM(L) p(dL), 
-05 

so sT,,F(L) p(dL) ,< B(X) by Lemma 1. As d 
Jzm eALp(dL), so j’“= eALp(dL) < B(h). 

+ 00 the left hand side converges to 
Q.E.D. 

The continuity of T insures that S is weakly closed, and the inequality 

J  ̂
= cash hLp(dL) < (B(h) + B( --h))/2, 
--m 

valid for all p E S if A is sufficiently small, implies that S is weakly compact. Therefore, 
by the Krein-Milman theorem (Dunford and Schwartz, 1958, Theorem V.8.4) 

the convex set S is the closed convex hull of its extremal points. These extremal 
points are precisely the ergodic probability measures (Rosenblatt, 1967, Theorem 2). 

The stationary probability distributions represent the possible modes of steady 
state behavior of {L,}. At the present time we are in the unfortunate position of being 

unable to prove that such behavior develops asymptotically for all initial states. Let 
v,,~(A) = (l/n) Cj”=, PL(L, E A). One would like to know what conditions, if any, 
must be added to the hypotheses of Theorem 5 to insure that v~,~ converges weakly 
for every L. We saw in the proof of Theorem 5 that the sequence v,,, is conditionally 
weakly compact and that any subsequential limit is stationary. It follows that a 
sufficient, though by no means necessary, condition for convergence of v,,, is that 
there be a unique stationary probability distribution v, in which case v,,~ + v  as 
n --f co for all L. The question of how to supplement the hypotheses of Theorem 5 
to insure that S is a unit set is in need of investigation. If  $& is concentrated at a point 
ai (thus ai = mi) and a,,/ai is rational, sayj/k, then L, - L is concentrated on the set Y 
of integer multiples of E = a&’ = q/k. The proof of the first part of Theorem 5 
shows that there exists pr. E S concentrated on Y + L. Since Y + L and Y + L’ are 
disjoint unless L -L’ E Y, there is more than one stationary probability distribution. 
J. Pickands and I have proved uniqueness for irrational a,,/ui and increasing p. 
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6. LEARNING BY SMALL STEPS 

In this section we assume that the increment AL, in response strength is proportional 
to a learning rate parameter 0, and study {Ln} when 0 is small. More precisely, suppose 
that Q0 and Qi satisfy A. Then Q!(D) = Qi(D/O) does too, for any 0 < f3 < 6. (If 
Qi has mass rij at bij as in Sec. I, then Qi” has mass rrij at &.) Suppose, in addition 
to B, that p has two bounded derivatives, and that p’(L) > 0 for all L E R (e.g. 
p = v/(v + 1)). Suppose, final1 y, that {(Lne, -ri,“)} satisfies C with respect to Qt. I f  
LIB = L a.s. for all 0, then there are functions f(t, L) and g(t, L) such that Lz,, is 
approximately normally distributed with meanf(n0, L) and variance @(no, L) when 0 
is small and nfl is bounded (Norman, 1968, Lemma 2.2.3(i) and Theorem 2.3). The 

latter restriction limits the approximation to the transient phase of learning. Theorem 6 
gives analogous information about steady state behavior in the recurrent case. This 
result is an extension of the central limit theorem of Norman and Graham (1968) to 
an unbounded state space. 

Note that mie = &n, , so that m, > 0 and m, < 0 implies ma0 > 0 and mle < 0. 
In this case, let S, be the set of stationary probability distributions corresponding to 0. 

Let A = p-l(p), m,,k = sTz xkQi(&), and 

2 = h2f + mo,2(l - ~>l/Wb - mJP’W. 

THEOREM 6. Suppose m. > 0 and m, < 0. For every 0 < 0 < 6 let t+, E Se, 
Then we is asymptotically normal with mean A and variance 192 as 0 --f 0. 

Proof. Suppose that LIB has the distribution ps . Then the same is true of all L,@. 

We first show that E[(Ln e - A)“] = O(8). Henceforth, we drop 0 superscripts. 

-wn+* - A)2] = E[((Ln. - (1) + AL,J2] 

= E&L - Aj21 + 2@3[(L - 4 4L)l + ~2E[w2(L,)1, 

where 

wk(L) = W-V)” IL = Ll = md + mo,,q. 
Thus, cancelling the term on the left and the first term on the right, and noting that 

I w,(L)1 < max(I ml,k I, I mo,k I) = a,, we obtain E[(fl - L,) W&L)] < ea,/2. Now 

w,(L) = (m, - mi)(p -p) is a strictly decreasing function with w,(fl) = 0, and 
WI’(A) = -(m. - m,)p’(A) < 0. Thus, (A -L) w,(L) 3 0, and w,(L)/(A -L) 
is bounded away from 0 if 1 A - L 1 is bounded. It follows that, for any d > 0, 

EWn - 421,L,-n~<d = WI. (4) 

Expanding E[((Ln - (1) + AL,J4] we get 

E[(A - L,)3w,(L)I < (3/2)k,E[(L, - A)“] + @2a3E[l L,, - A II + e3a4/4. 
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Now E = infl,-,I ,d(A - L) w,(L) > 0, so the left side is at least EN, where 

(Y = Z3[(Ln - A)2Z~L,-Ai,d]. Furthermore, E[(L, - A)2] < OL + O(0) by (4), and 

E[I L, - A I] < d + d-%x. It follows that 01 = O(02). Combining this with (4) we 
obtain E[(Ln - A)2] = O(0). 

The remainder of the proof of the central limit theorem of Norman and Graham 
(1968) goes through without essential modification. The variable p, there corresponds 

to L, here, and it is unnecessary to let n - co since L, has the distribution pa for 

all n. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 6 implies that the stationary probability distributions of {~,a} are asympto- 
tically normal with mean p and variance Bs2, where 

as 0 -j 0. 
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